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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

How and When to Add Different Linings into Panels – Bonus Lesson 

Types of Linings: 

1. Standard cotton or cotton blend lining.  This is the standard lining that’s sold with 

decorator fabrics.  It protects fabrics from sun damage and adds another layer of 

insulation at your windows. 

2. Thicker lining with a rubberized backing.  This offers a slight insulation advantage over 

the standard cotton lining, but not much.  It also protects fabrics from sun damage in 

the same way as standard lining.  As with black-out lining (#5 below), sewing multiple 

widths can be challenging.  I recommend you adjust your sewing machine tension for 

heavier fabrics and test before stitching. 

3. Flannel lining (also called inner-lining).  Including flannel lining in panels adds a huge 

benefit to insulating your windows.  It also gives fabrics such as taffeta and silk a 

luxurious, “ball-gown” look. 

a.  To add flannel lining (or inner-lining), zig-zag or serge along the bottom edge.   

b. Place the lower edge 1-1/2 inch above panel lower edge and between the panel and 

standard lining.  Since standard lining is placed at one inch from the panel bottom 

edge, the inner lining is hidden behind at ½ inch above that front layer of lining.   

c. At the side edges, trim the flannel lining at the first fold, whereas the standard lining 

is trimmed at the second fold line.  The inner-lining is trapped inside the second fold 

and holds securely after hand stitching is in place. 

4. Canvas-type cotton lining.  The extra weight of this lining gives certain fabrics the “ball 

gown” look and adds extra weather protection when used in place of the standard 

cotton lining.  It can also be used with an inner-lining, but don’t expect a room 

darkening effect.  This lining doesn’t darken, but it adds bulk and a thicker layer of 

protection.   Personally, I love using this type of lining with thinner-weight fabrics.  It 

makes thinner-weight fabrics not as “flimsy-textured” and gives a better weight to the 

panels. 
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5. Black-out lining (not shown in video).  It’s an extremely heavy and thick lining that 

blocks out the light and completely darkens the room.  It has a rubberized backing and 

tends to pucker when sewing multiple widths together, making it slightly challenging.  I 

recommend adding extra length in the initial lining cuts to allow ease and trimming at 

puckered seams.  Adjusting your sewing machine tension dials and testing scraps before 

sewing the widths together helps in handling the puckering. 

 

  


